Glue words (2-3)
Word-family map

however
whatever
whichever
whoever
whenever
wherever
forever
evergreen
everlasting

ever
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Glue words (2-3)
Word-family map

real estate
reality television

real

unreal
unrealistic
unrealistically

really
reality
realities
realism
realist
realistic
realistically
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Glue words (2-3)
Multiple-meaning-word map

- A baby sloth wants a ride. He holds his mom’s stiff fur as she moves **around** upside down. *(Who wants a ride?)*

- along the outside of something or following the edges of something *(prep)*

- A planet is a space object that moves **around** the sun. Earth is a planet. *(The day sky)*

- People also use their sense of hearing to know what is happening **around** them. *(Your five senses)*

- in the opposite direction or in a circle *(adv)*

- Fluffy rollers clean the car. As the rollers spin **around**, they remove the dirt from our car. *(The car wash)*

- Kate turned **around**. Mrs. Riley was standing right behind her. *(The April Fool’s mystery)*
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Glue words (2-3)
Multiple-meaning-word map

Which season is your favorite at the botanic garden? (A magical garden)

what one or what ones? (pron)

We still have much to learn about managing wildfires. Which fires should we fight immediately? Which fires should we allow to burn naturally? (Wildfires)

the one to pick from the choices (adj)

She took her to a hospital in Nashville, Tennessee, which was 45 miles from their home. (Wilma Rudolph)

On a table were some cream puffs, a fruit pie, and a big pink cake... Wiggle, wiggle went her long tail as she tried to decide which good thing to bite into first. (City Mouse and Country Mouse)

that - used to tell more about something (pron)

We want to go home. But we don't know which way to go. (A good friend)

They also learn how to walk and work in the zero gravity of space and the limited gravity of the moon, which is one-sixth that of Earth. (Huntsville, Alabama)
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